
Singer Sewing Co

Make Space



1993: Sarah,  16-year-old
girl, makes 1990-era purses
in corner of her bedroom.
Her bedroom is full of teen
posters, beads, stereo, etc.
But she sits at a make-shift
table in the corner of her
bedroom with a small Singer
sewing machine and makes
purses.



Cut to: Sarah’s mom helps Sarah
carry purses into Woodstock
Market where Sarah sells her
purses as a vendor on the week-
end.  Another vendor, an older
male who has a handmade lamps
and light fixtures store in the
market helps Sarah and her mom
carry her purses into the market
and sets them up at a small table
in the market.  



Cut to: Image of the inside
of Woodstock Market with
a handful of vendors and
their storefronts: a man
who repurposes furniture,
a florist, a portrait artist,
and  an artisan who
makes unique light
fixtures. 



Cut to: A clear picture of
the portrait artist’s shop
and the light fixture
shop with each working
inside their respective
places.  Their shops are
next to each other. 



Transition to: A clear image of
the furniture repurposer shop
and florist with each working
inside their respective places.
Their shops are right next to
each other. 



Cut to: 2001: Sarah, now
24, in her wedding dress
marrying a good-looking
25-year-old man, Jason. 



Cut to: Jason and Sarah’s 1st
apartment.  Jason is unpacking
boxes, hanging pictures. Empty
take-out containers are sitting out.
In the corner, Sarah has a Singer
sitting on a box where she is trying
to finish some circa 2001 purses.    



Cut to: Jason helps Sarah
carry a basket of purses
into the market. Another
vendor, an edgy florist,
opens the door and
helps her set up her
handbags in her kiosk
that has more
merchandise than last
time.  



Cut to: 2009: Sarah is now a
mother of 2 kids (a boy age 2, a
daughter age 7).  She walks in
the back door of their small Cape
Cod home to dirty dishes, her
daughter’s unfinished science
project, kids slouching watching
cartoons.  Her dining room
table, where her Singer sits with
unfinished purses, has become a
dumping ground for
miscellaneous toys, her
husband’s laptop, laundry
basket, etc.  Sarah looks dejected.
Jason is seen helping her gather
some 2008-ish purses and
putting them in a container to
take to the Woodstock Market.



Cut to: Sarah is carrying
2 baskets of purses into
Woodstock Market.  The
portrait artist holds the
door open for them and
helps set up Sarah’s
purses in an ever-
expanding kiosk. 



 Cut to: 2017: Sarah is
tucking her 10- year-old
son into bed and then
walking across the hall
to kiss her 15-year-old
daughter, who is doing
homework in bed,
goodnight. 



 Cut to: Sarah is in a corner
in the basement of her home
where she has a little more
space, but because she has a
larger line of purses that
require more fabric, a larger
sewing machine, a fabric
cutting area, etc., the space
looks very cramped. Sarah
is seen sewing late at night
with very poor lighting,
ripping out a seam in
frustration and visibly
distraught. Jason catches a
glimpse of her, recognizes
her need for more space.
His face reveals that he is
resolute. 



Cut to: Jason is packing up her
things at the kiosk in the
Woodstock Market, giving the
impression that he is “closing”
her shop. A new sign appears
on the kiosk, "Available for
rent". 



Cut to: A flurry of activity in a store
inside the Woodstock Market
reveals all the artisans that have
been helping Sarah all along the
way are setting up a store for Sarah
with a large, brightly lit studio in the
back for her sewing. The furniture
repurposer is moving in some tables
he has created, the artist is hanging
a portrait of Sarah and her
handbags she made especially for
Sarah, the lighting maker is hanging
cool lights over a display of
handbags. Finally, Jason is seen
organizing a display.  



  Cut to: Jason
carefully
placing Sarah’s
Singer in her
large studio.  



Cut to: Jason, Sarah and
the kids pulling into the
Woodstock Market.  Sarah
walks to the back of the
SUV, gets a basket of
purses. The family walks
into the market together.  



Cut to: Sarah sees that her
kiosk is gone.  She is
visibly dismayed until the
furniture repurposer
points his finger,
indicating Sarah should
walk down through the
market. 



Cut to: Sarah walks a
few more steps through
the market and the
florist points her finger
to the direction she
should continue to
walk. 



Cut to: As Sarah continues
to walk, the portrait artist

points her finger to the
direction Sarah should

walk.



Cut to: As Sarah
continues to walk, the
lighting artisan points
her finger to the
direction she should
walk. 



Cut to: Sarah sees her new
store, no longer a kiosk, in
the Woodstock Market, which
her husband and fellow
artisans helped to create for
her. She is touched and
visibly grateful to finally
have her own store  space
and studio in back to create.  



Cut to:  Sarah putting the
pieces together in her mind
and realizing the support she
has received along her artistic
journey; her family and fellow
artisans have helped her make
space for her craft over the
years. Images flash of the
faces of those who have

helped her. 



Add a little bit of body text


